on Australia. Yet this book itself illustrates very clearly the
existence of nineteenth century links in at least the Englishspeaking Pacific basin. To an Australian, many New
Zealand houses look very American in their styling and
details. The timber enrichment has the flavour of American
vernacular about it; the Carpenter Gothic of New Zealand
is from American rather than English pattern books; the
Stick Style is a faithful copy of an American fad which never
reached Australia; and the up-and-down houses of
Wellington are surely direct imports from San Francisco!
While Australian architectural historians are happy to
acknowledge American influences in Australia in the
twentieth century, this close look at New Zealand houses
may cause some to seek further back, and to look at what
the builders, as well as the architects, were doing.
Why should an archaeologist reac!thls b66k? Because it
is a useful reference tool for people who deal with buildings
and historic sites. It thinks of houses not as plans on an
architect's drawing board, but as artefacts of the building
industry, and as habitations. It describes changes over time,
the technological evolution, spatial diffusion, as well as

how all the bits of a house fitted together, and what they did
while they were there. If you are dealing with the site of a
demolished house, this book will help you estimate how
many bricks were on the site, where the kitchen stove
stood, whether the drains were likely to have been of
earthenware, how they built the fireplaces, and what
gasfittings the house had. That is if you are in New Zealand.
If you are in Australia, it will not be quite as helpful, but it
is well worth knowing about. Australia needs a book like
this, too.
Personally, I gained a useful (and delightful) expression
from the book. Just finding out that the stuff for which noone in Australia has thought up a more convenient name
than 'finely fluted corrugated iron' is known in New
Zealand as 'sparrow iron' made reading it worthwhile.
Peter Bell
State Heritage Branch
Department of Environment and Planning
South Australia
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